Welcome to first grade! We are so excited to meet our new friends. We can’t wait to see you!

- 12 - pencils **regular sized #2**
- 4 - boxes of **24 crayons** (primary colors included please)
- 1 - **5” scissors**  Not preschool scissors.
- 1 - **clipboard** standard size
- 2 - **pink erasers**
- 12 - **glue sticks**
- 1 - **plastic pencil box**-standard size (for all supplies)
- 1 - **zipper pouch** clear or with window , 3 holes  (for use in take- home folder). A window assures that we see notes or money!
- 1 - **primary marble composition book**  100 count. This has lines and spacing for age appropriate letter formation.
- 9 - **dry erase markers** (black only)
- 1 - **Ear buds OPTIONAL -may be purchased at the dollar store** (must fit into a device such as a laptop or iPad)
- 4 - **plastic folders** with **brads in center and bottom pockets**
  
  2- **Black**  1-**Blue**  1- **Red**

Please see below for additional supplies:

*Mrs. Alford & Mrs. Carmack request the following:*

*only two boxes of 24 crayons*
*two 12 packs of colored pencils (please include a small pencil sharpener for these).*
*1 bottle of liquid glue*
*Folders: 2 black, 2 red, 1 blue and 1 green*